Subject: A Letter of Appointment as a Reviewer

Dear Dr. Hoss Cartwright

It is indeed a pleasure to announce your appointment as a Reviewer of *International Journal of Veterinary Sciences Research*. By accepting the appointment, your name will be appeared in the list of “Editorial Board” at website and hard copy of the journal. The appointment on an honorary basis and will be initially for two years and commence on June 06, 2015.

Your term may be renewed for up to five additional years if both sides agree.

As a Reviewer, you will be expected to:

1. To help in the selection of quality articles.
2. Support for the quality control of the journals of PPG.
3. Review the papers if PPG organize the conference.
4. Promote PPG journals in various ways, e.g. to promote journal in relevant conferences and other events.

If you accept the appointment subject to the above terms, please sign one copy of this letter and return scanned version to us not later than **June 05, 2015**.

Best Regards

Faiza Jabbar
Assistant Journal Manager
Pak Publishing Group

**Singapore Office**: 22 Sin Ming Lane #06-76, Midview City Singapore 573969
**Pakistan Office**: Amin Garh Road, Near Hafiz Abad Colony, Rahim Yar Khan - 64200, Punjab, Pakistan
http://www.pakinsight.com
Tel# +923068669998

I hereby agree to the terms of my employment set forth above.

Your signature:------------------  Date:------------------